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1 Introduction

A typical statistical problem in studies published in imaging journals such as Skele-
tal Radiology is the comparison of (1) two paired proportions, (see e.g. [3]) and
(2) the comparison of sensitivity and specificity of two diagnostic methods that
are both compared to the gold standard on the basis of the same experimental
units, e.g. images or patients (see e.g. [6,9,16]). In general, “paired”, “correlated”,
or “clustered” binary data does not only arise when comparing two different meth-
ods on the same experimental units, but also when measuring a binary response
twice, e.g. before and after an intervention.

In [15] it was reported that in the first six months of 2007 approximately 25%
of Skeletal Radiology papers the latter authors reviewed clustering in data was
not properly accounted for in analysis. The intention of this solicited perspective
is to briefly explain from a statistician’s point of view the methods that can be
used to analyze clustered binary data, illustrate those methods on an example
published in Skeletal Radiology, discuss some common pitfalls, and provide some
recommendations how to report the results of such a comparison.

What we present here are standard statistical methods elaborated on in more
detail e.g. in [2, Chapter 6], [1, Section 10.1], [7, Section 13.1], [10, Chapter 21], or
[13]. However, since not all of the methods presented here are part of all standard
software packages we deem it appropriate to also provide some basic, admittedly
involved, formulas.
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2 Compare paired proportions

A typical example is presented in [16]. From the comparison of an imaging method
(conventional magnetic resonance, MR) in n = 92 patients to the gold standard
(arthroscopy, AR) in detection of supraspinatus tendon tears, the numbers in Ta-
ble 1 resulted. To discuss the approaches of analysis, we introduce some notation
in Table 2. The letters a, b, c, d and their sums provide frequencies we observe in a
situation as displayed in Table 1 whereas population quantities, i.e. the underly-
ing probabilities we want to assess, are provided in parentheses. When reporting
results of this type we recommend to provide absolute instead of relative empirical
frequencies since, unlike in the case of unpaired proportions, absolute frequencies
are needed to compute a confidence interval for the difference of paired proportions,
see below.

Table 1 MR vs. gold standard.

MR + MR − Total

Arthroscopy + 16 7 23
Arthroscopy − 3 66 69

Total 19 73 92

Table 2 General notation: empirical frequencies and underlying probabilities.

Method 2 + Method 2 − Total

Method 1 + a (p11) b (p12) a + b (p1+)
Method 1 − c (p21) d (p22) c + d (p2+)

Total a + c (p+1) b + d (p+2) n (1)

The typical null hypothesis researchers want to assess in Table 1 is whether the
proportion of samples judged positive by Arthroscopy (Method 1 in Table 2), p1+

estimated by p̂1+ = (a + b)/n, is equal to those termed positive by MR (Method
2), p+1 estimated by p̂+1 = (a + c)/n:

H0,McNemar : p1+ = p+1. (1)

This hypothesis is equivalent to testing whether the difference d = p1+−p+1 is equal
to 0. Looking at tables similar to Table 1 researchers are often tempted to compute
a χ2 (or Fisher’s exact) test and report the corresponding results. However, a χ2

test assesses a null hypothesis different from (1). Namely, in Table 1 whether the
proportion of MR positive results is the same in the AR positive group, p11/p1+,
compared to the AR negative group, p11/p+1:

H0,χ2 : p11/p1+ = p21/p2+. (2)

These two quantities are estimated by a/(a + b) and c/(c + d). Comparing the null
hypotheses H0,McNemar and H0,χ2 reveals that, unlike for two-group comparisons
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for continuous data, the choice of the analysis method for a binary response does
not only depend on the structure of the data (“dependent” vs. “independent”) but
also on the hypothesis one would like to assess.

A standard error of d̂ = p̂1+ − p̂+1 = (b − c)/n, assuming the null hypothe-
sis d = 0, amounts to se0(d̂) =

√
b + c/n. Note that the estimated difference of

proportions d̂ and the corresponding standard error se0(d̂) only depend on the off-
diagonal elements of the underlying contingency table, b and c. Having available
the standard error of the quantity of interest allows construction of a Wald type
test statistic ω2 = d̂/se0(d̂). The continuity-corrected version

ω2 =
(|b − c| − 1)2

b + c
(3)

is due to McNemar (the original reference is [12]) and follows in large samples
under the null hypothesis H0,McNemar a χ2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom.
To perform a statistical test at significance level 1−α for H0,McNemar we therefore
compare ω2 to the (1−α)-quantile of the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom.
Alternatively, to quantify the evidence against H0,McNemar, one can compute a p-
value (here, p = 0.34).

A common rule-of-thumb for the validity of the asymptotic χ2 McNemar test is
that the number of discordant pairs is larger than 10: b + c ≥ 10. If less discordant
pairs are present use of an exact binomial test is recommended. To this end, one
conditions on b + c and derives an exact test for the odds ratio, see [4, Chapter 5]
for details. For the MR data, the exact p-value amounts to 0.34, so is identical to
the continuity corrected p-value from the asymptotic χ2 McNemar test.

As is the case for all statistical tests, by performing one we do not get any
information about the size of a possible effect. We therefore recommend to com-
plement the result of a McNemar test with a corresponding (1−α) (typically 95%)
confidence interval. To get a Wald type confidence interval, the standard error of
d̂ needs to be generalized to the case where the underlying proportions are not
hypothesized to be equal (see [7, Section 13.1]), namely

se(d̂) =
1

n

√

b + c − (b − c)2

n
=

√

se0(d̂)2 − d̂2

n
. (4)

A (1 − α) Wald type confidence interval for the underlying difference of paired
proportions can then be computed according to

[d̂ − q1−α/2se(d̂) − 1/n, d̂ + q1−α/2se(d̂) + 1/n] (5)

where qα is the α-quantile of the standard normal distribution and 1/n is a conti-
nuity correction. The reason for providing these formulas here is that a confidence
interval for a paired proportion is, to the best of our knowledge, not part of all
standard software packages. Having said that, we would like to point out that the
Wald type confidence interval typically exhibits poor coverage performance (see
[17]) if the number of discordant pairs is small. Instead, [2] recommend to use
Newcombe’s score-based interval (introduced in [13]). Corresponding closed for-
mulas and a detailed worked out example can be found in [2, Chapter 6]. Further
alternatives are the exact interval (see [4, Section 5.2]) or the interval proposed in
[17]. Although closed formulas are available, computation of all these intervals is
more involved than (5).
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For the data in Table 1 we get an estimated difference of paired proportions
of d̂ = p̂1+ − p̂+1 = 0.25 − 0.21 = 0.04. Using the standard error computed under
the assumption that d = 0 yields a value of the test-statistic ω2 = d̂/se0(d̂) = 1.33

which is smaller than the 95% quantile 3.84 of the χ2 distribution, so that we can
not conclude that the proportion of positive results is different for MR compared
to AR. The corresponding 95% confidence interval computed according to (5)
amounts to [-0.030, 0.110]. So we can conclude that this interval covers the true
underlying difference between p1+, the proportion of samples judged positive by
Method 1 (AR), and p+1, the proportion of samples judged positive by Method
2 (MR), with a probability not less than 95%. Note that the confidence interval
contains 0, the value of no effect.

However, as can be inferred from Table 1, the number of discordant pairs
amounts to only 7 + 3 = 10 and reporting of Newcombe’s interval should be
considered. For the MR data, this interval is [-0.028, 0.116]. In this case, differences
between the Wald and Newcombe confidence interval turn out to be negligible.

3 Compare sensitivity and specificity between groups

The main scientific question in [16] was to evaluate sensitivity and specificity of
MR and a second experimental method, abduction external rotation (ABER), see
Table 3 for the corresponding number of patients. The two experimental methods,
MR and ABER, differ in the positioning of the patient’s arm. To illustrate the
procedures discussed here, we extracted the numbers from the AR (gold standard)
positive patients in Tables 1 and 3 to generate Table 4, or rather to determine its
row- and column totals. Sensitivities for MR and ABER, respectively, are estimated
as SensMR = p̂1+ = 16/23 = 0.696 and SensABER = p̂+1 = 13/23 = 0.565. Obviously,
comparing SensABER to SensMR is precisely assessing hypothesis (1) for Table 4
and therefore McNemar’s test statistic ω2 can be used to evaluate whether the
two sensitivities coincide. Since in Table 4 the number of discordant pairs is with
4 + 1 = 5 small, we rely on the exact McNemar test, yielding a p-value of 0.38.
Thus we can not conclude that sensitivities are different between ABER and MR.
Specificities between methods can be compared similarly.

However, unlike in Section 2, when comparing sensitivities or specificities be-
tween methods, we are often not so much interested in providing a confidence
interval for the difference, but rather for sensitivity (specificity) in each group
(here MR and ABER). This implies that we should provide a confidence interval
for a single proportion, i.e. for the sensitivity (or specificity) in each group sep-
arately. In accordance with [2] we recommend to use the confidence interval due
to Wilson, see e.g. [5] for a performance comparison of confidence intervals for
a single proportion. In our example, we get 95% Wilson confidence intervals for
SensMR and SensABER of [0.491, 0.844] and [0.368, 0.744], respectively.

4 Further points

When prospectively planning a study for a primary endpoint that is binary and
consists of paired observations, a decision must be made about the sample size
to obtain. The classical way of planning a sample size for McNemar’s test is to
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Table 3 ABER vs. gold standard.

ABER + ABER − Total

Arthroscopy + 13 10 23
Arthroscopy − 4 65 69

Total 17 75 92

Table 4 Computation of sensitivity: MR and ABER status in AR positive patients.

ABER + ABER − Total

MR + 12 4 16
MR − 1 6 7

Total 13 10 23

a priori specify the probability of discordance, p12 + p21, and an odds ratio to be
detected. However, often the investigator is hardly able to provide the probability
of discordance, but can state, at least approximately, the marginal probabilities
p1+ and p+1. How to plan a sample size in that scenario is elaborated in [11].

It is sometimes argued that assessing sensitivity and specificity separately, as
proposed in Section 3, is problematic since one method may have higher sensitivity
but lower specificity. How to combine the two tests to get a single one is discussed
in [8].

Finally, let us mention that more involved methods, such as the ones described
in [14], generalized linear mixed models or generalized estimating equations are
necessary once we have more than two observations on each experimental unit, i.e.
clustered data.

As mentioned in the introduction, general comments on the analysis of clus-
tered data can also be found in [15].

5 Concluding remarks

To conclude, we briefly summarize those three points we tried to emphasize in this
brief note. First, when reporting the result of a comparison of proportions carefully
think about whether observations are paired, i.e. whether the same experimental
units have been measured twice and what hypotheses you want to assess. Second, in
case of paired binary observations, when the number b+c of discordant observations
is small, consider application of an exact test. For computation of a confidence
interval, use of (5) is only recommended once one has a large sample. Otherwise,
computation of Newcombe’s interval is advocated. And finally, always complement
the result of a statistical test with the corresponding confidence interval.

Acknowledgements I thank the editors for helpful comments and Prof. Burkhardt Seifert
for discussions and proofreading the article.
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